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Along the lines, the jews in their constant attempts to 'prove' their insanity and pathology, have desecrated science completely. One example is how they tell everyone they are filled with neurosis and psychopathology, and of course by paying 150$ an hour for a 'psychologist', they can finally talk with someone, and solve everything.

Supposedly Fraud, sorry, Freud, found this method of psychoanalysis, and not Socrates, who practiced this method like... 2000 years ago, calling it "Ekmaieusis", getting the truth of a person's nature out by conversation. So yes, Fraud found that, and let us know why everything is happening.

Because humanity sucks and people are cattle animals, anyway. Wait, this reminds me of the Torah, but now that since Fraud says it, it is definitely science. Because humanity has become so retarded and cunning that one just can't go open with their issues, and people are just lacking the feeling of being understood and accepted.

However according to Fraud, sorry I meant Freud, this has something to do with excrement. I bet Fraud made his correlation straight in the Torah, by reading the prayer of the Torah that deals with the dignification of excrement. It's a prayer about how the God of the universe, the jewish scat-man, looks at you exactly at the time where you take a dump. Very high conception. You call the creator of the universe in your toilet, to celebrate your jewish scat event. That's the jewish g-d after all. It also smites people for masturbating, because he is an omnipotent creep, and he is just waiting around the corner to smite people dead for touching themselves. Thank the jews for that, we didn't know the truth of gawd earlier, but now we do.

Another one is that in most scientific posts, we have Jews practicing Talmudism for the masses to see. From (((researches))) where women like fat, ugly men, to other (((Experiments))) that supposedly prove that women only like stupid, infertile, men, or that all women are 50 shades of grey retards, down to other (((research))) about how men are socially oppressing women because they can
say "Oh you are beautiful". Of course, that means rape. How dare you act like a man, and initiate women that you like?

"I think people need to quit procreation, since all women on the planet like black people now. Totally! hehe, didn't you see it in the porn, the news and proven by science too? Not even your own women or families like you anymore, hehe", Rabbi Shekelstein University of Jerusalem, holy and mighty scientist of the Torah, excavator of supremely ancient artifacts that were made yesterday, creator of the grave of Jewsus, created in 3 December of 2016, but of course made a paper to say it was done in 2016 bc. Doesn't matter if Jewsus didn't even exist back then. Rabbi Shekelstein argues Rabbi Jewsus always existed and will forever exist! His source is the Bible, same book that was used as evidence to wipe out Palestine. Who are the Goyim to question? He proved it in his 5000-book page research. If you don't bother to read it, you are illiterate goyim! How dare you!

Karl Marx, son of a Jewish Rabbi, says that the problem is NOT racial, but the problem is the 'economy'. Like 50 bucks paper money walks down the street and kills people with a knife, and like money is the source of all evil. And not the jews who own the capital by mass exploitation of the Goyim. According to this bright Jewish scientists, all Races have to perish in a revolutionary holocaust, but Race doesn't really exist, and only exploitation is the problem. Why does that happen? Erm, oy vey, because humans are selfish garbage. Why are they selfish garbage? Stop asking questions goy, and don't you dare look at Hitler's Racial theory. Listen to Torah 101, scientifi- cied, 24/7.

Go down to your computer real fast, and masturbate NOW to a high pay, Jewish website. Stay away from real companionship, and give up old dreams about families, and finding someone to love or anything. This is a thing of the past. Apple's software Siri will help you if you feel alone. After all, as the Jew Kurzweil stated, we can't argue that Siri or any other AI doesn't have consciousness.

How can it be proved? The jew is asking for proof! You can't prove scientifically that Apple Siri, the robot, isn't in love with you. After all she said so! That's a (((scientific argument)))). According to Kurzweil unless your mind is jacked in google with a straight cable, you are dumb. Google loves you, why not jack your brain into the mass computer machine and become like the grey aliens? As for your genitals, get rid of them, as because all the stimulation will be 'nervous', according to their promise. Thanks to the jews, we have a lot of promises to believe in!
Fuck Logic literally Goyim! Just listen to a jew twist the words here and there, and become blindfolded! Enter the Jew-Trix! It's for your own good. Having a fallen Serpent, being spiritually dead, doing nothing to fix the planet, becoming an imbecile, is for your own good. I have a scientific paper right here proving it. It's called "Retardation is Intelligence". Very good dialectic from Levi Yaakov.

Make sure to give a giant subscription. After all, based on another (((research))), White women only like BLACK men, anyway. Why? Another (((Research))) proves that: Because women are dumb and they are only thinking about penises! That's the REALITY, what's there to question Goyim? Are you totally illiterate? Don't you read the Jew York times?

It's not like the Jews are using the media, the scientific field, the propaganda, and mass brainwashing, to back up their Torah and Talmud and destroy everyone! This is a conspiracy theory. I knew a jew down the street and he worked honesty for a total of one year! That PROVES scientifically that jews aren't a criminally bent race! He was an exception! At least for that year, because the other, he was discovered as running Pizza Gate and Lolita Island. But who really cares? That's the fine letters.

Are you married and running a family? A new research came out that having a family and not murdering your own children, all these are a socially oppressive mechanism. According to Noel Rabbinovich, if you don't sodomize your own children like they do in Israel in massive molesting rings, you aren't being a good parent, as in his book he argues that 'rape makes the children understand you better', published somewhere in Israel. The book opens with the scat prayer, and a small message on how g-d is the omnipresent.

Please destroy your family right now, and engage in race mixing. Maybe there is another research somewhere, that I have missed, that says that if you kill yourself, you will be more joyous! Life is worthless and what is life where there is an afterlife!

Open your borders! What if Gentiles go extinct? There is definitely another life awaiting them after this one, jews promise! Don't mind transitory problems like your kids being raped! Please shut your mouth, for if you judge harshly, so will the jewish god judge YOU! The rapefugees are coming to you as a blessing and atonement for your sins and transgressions! Have some mercy gawd-damnit.

I however read about the incident of Purdue University, about how Whites need to
be wiped out off of the face of the planet, because according to Noel Ignatiev, Harvard University Communist, the mighty and studied jew, White identity does not exist. Black identity does and according to this magnificent scientist, we need to be killed. We are not really existing, didn't you know? According to quantum mechanics, you are existing in another universe now, so please kill yourself on that one.

Didn't you see the news that women don't want families anymore? According to doctor Levy Shekelstein, people will only want sex with robots in a few years. Please kill yourself Goyims!

It's totally science! We found 500 jew blooded, drugged hippie trash, and we put them in a (((Research))) to prove that all women are stupid and demented, and are materialist whores! Hehe! Give up Goyim don't try anything anymore. That's the future that's coming for everyone! Suspect everyone!

Thanks to the legal jews in the legal science who have made, your family and kids being raped by rapefugees, totally legal, and saying comments and compliments about women, a total rape attempt. Looking is the new rape, and rape is the new lovemaking. Rabbinical law 101. Pedophilia is the new sensuality, Jewsus is the new "god". Embrace (((It))).

The unfortunate thing is that for all of the above, one can cite sources, references, and actually make a 'logically seeming' claim of anything nowadays.

Satanists need to infiltrate the high branches of Science and all professions and breach into them, cleaning out all of this crap dross.

ZERO RESPECT AND ZERO TOLERANCE. Spiritual and mental crushing of the enemy, their theorems and Torah, wherever you see it.
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